
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Social customs 

P'S AND Q'S OF GERMAN MANNERS 

9 Ways your socializing habits change after moving to Germany 

You stop buying rounds 

In your home country, it may have been the norm to buy rounds of drinks for your table of friends 

when you're in the pub. But in Germany this is quite rare. 

Perhaps it's because Germans have a reputation for being savers and more thrifty with their cash. 

Whatever the case, they tend to prefer to pay their own way. That's not to say that someone will 

never buy you a drink or a coffee in Germany; it just means that it's a less common way of 

socializing. 

Especially in the UK, you may be familiar with the 'kitty' custom too, where each of the group gives 

an amount of cash, say €20, and you use that to buy rounds of drinks until it runs out. 

But that's not really done either. It's a similar thing when you go out for a meal - you'll likely pay for 

what you had, rather than split it evenly (unless you're a close group of friends and everyone has 

had a similar thing). 

So don't be offended if someone doesn't offer to buy you a drink - it's just not part of the culture. 

Also, it does mean that you can better control how much you spend on an evening out. 

Beer to go 

Here's another thing you might get used to while living in Deutschland: buying a beer to take for the 

road. 

Opting for a "Wegbier", which literally means a "go beer", will see you sipping a Pits or Radler while 

walking home, on the way to a party or really just whenever you're on the go. 

It's possible because drinking outdoors is not illegal or frowned upon in Germany. In Berlin, for 

example, late-night shops (known as Spatis, from Spatkauf), sell alcohol which people drink while 

sitting on benches or gathering with friends. 

But you can buy your "Wegbier" anywhere you like. 

In other countries you might have had to sneakily hide your beer if you dared drink it in public (or it 

could have been confiscated by police). There is none of that in Germany. 

In fact, I've met people who say they moved to Germany because drinking in public is legal and they 

enjoyed that part of the culture so much. 


